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Secretaries note 
 

Another sailing season is coming to an end. The season has been good to some, but unfortunately for 

others! SEA HORSE, George Ventris’s Roach Class Sloop is back in the shed where she was borne after 

being struck by a fishing boat while on her mooring. Hopefully she will be back on the water this season. 

 

Earlier in the season, Alan Holland’s Dauntless RUTH broke away from her moorings in a strong gale 

causing considerable damage to her starboard bilges and skeg. Luckily she did not sink and he is now 

back on the moorings little worse for the experience. (See OOPs RUTH). 

 

I took a tumble at the Shotley Classic Boat Festival earlier this year and hurt my leg quite badly. I had to 

spend the majority of the week in my bunk, being catered for by my crew (thanks Geoff Larney!) 

 

On a more happy note, Richard Bessey launched his sloop MUDPUDDLE, we have seen the launch of 

Heather McDowell’s -yet to be named- sloop (and it took very little water), plus the launch of Bill 

Groom’s gaffer RIPPLE. 

 

Peter Holder launched his new Hunter Ranger ITSKINTUS, having fitted her out himself, (hence her 

name), looking very pretty on her moorings. 

 

We still have some more races to be won this year, so there is chance for me yet! We also have the laying 

up supper on 19
th

 of October at the Royal Burnham Yacht Club,  please see later for details.  

 

And finally, will all 1995 cup winners please return their trophies to Norman as soon as possible. 

 

John Langrick 

Secretary R.S.A. 

01702 589863
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Welcome new members 

 

Can I take this opportunity to introduce five new members to the Roach Sailing association. All but one 

keep their boats at Paglesham. 

 

• James Davidson and Mave wintered their 26’ Hilliard Gaff Yawl SALUS, in the yard this winter but 

are now based back in the Walton Backwaters. SALUS has a green hull with tan sails. 

• Ian Dawson sails a white Leisure 23 ‘HASTAWAY’, moored at Paglesham. 

• Peter Holder sails a white Hunter Ranger 265 ‘ITSKINTUS’ moored at Paglesham. 

• Dave Kerr sails a Listang 25 with a blue hull ‘CACO’ moored at Paglesham. 

• David Lowen sails a grey Cutlass 27 ‘HAZE’ also moored at Paglesham 

 

Welcome on behalf of all the R.S.A. 

 

Farewell Len Choppin 

 

Earlier this year we lost one of the best known members of the Roach Sailing Association, Len Choppin. 

You will know that Len sailed HALLOWEEN from Paglesham since she was built in the yard many years 

ago. 

 

Lieutenant Commander H.L.Choppin DSC, RNVR spent the war years as Captain of a mine sweeper 

where his fun, yet unflappable nature earned him the greatest respect of his crew.  

 

Unfortunately Len was very ill in his latter years and I never had the opportunity to crew with him. Those 

who have, tell of the true fun in sailing with a man who certainly ‘knew his stuff’. 

 

His two sons, Rodney and Martin will continue to sail HALLOWEEN, but Len will be sadly missed. 

 

Committee Members 
 
The current committee members are as follows: 

 

Norman Bishop Chairman and Treasurer  John Martin President 

Dai Williams Racing Officer   John Langrick Secretary 

 

Other members serving on the committee on your behalf are: 

 

Nigel Bishop     Richard Kirton 

Mick Dallimore     Michael Figg 

Rodney Choppin 

 

Should any other members seek to be elected to any of these positions, please let me know and we will 

vote at the AGM in the spring. 
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 Roach Area and Fairways  Conservation Committee news 
 

There have been two key issues this year with regards the Roach area. They are the SSSI proposal for both 

the Crouch and Roach area, and the issue of the footpath down the slip way at the Paglesham boatyard. 

 

Site of Special Scientific Interest 

 

Earlier this year a notice board appeared on the sea wall to the west of the black shed detailing English 

Natures plan for SSSI for the Crouch and Roach, including the area of Paglesham Reach that includes the 

boatyard. The RAFCC met with English Nature to clarify what this might mean to those who use the river 

as would members of the RSA.  

 

The concerns put forward were those which might restrict the traditional use of the saltings and waters of 

the Roach. Unfortunately fears remain about potential restrictions for such as laying up boats in the 

saltings, and indeed using the waters as they have been used for centuries. It appears that written 

permission can be granted ‘upon request’, but who can guarantee what legislation may bring in the future. 

 

The opinion of the RAFCC was that the Crouch Harbour Authority had a good record of Nature 

Conservancy as laid out in their Annual Management Plan. Another layer of bureaucracy will be of no 

benefit and indeed may restrict the traditional use of the area, particularly Paglesham Reach. 

 

Footpath Access down the slip way at Paglesham. 

 

In recent months, the boatyard has restricted access to the slip way by other than customers of the yard. 

Access has been restricted to such as villagers and visitors to the yard by sea. Certainly the current 

‘definitive map’ of the area, held in council offices in Chelmsford only shows a right of way through the 

yard and then east and west along the sea wall and no footpath down the slip way. 

 

However, many members, villagers and visitors believe that a footpath access has always existed to the 

waters edge. Certainly, years ago the area was Crown Property, so there would be no restrictions. Indeed 

maps from the last century clearly show a footpath to the waters edge. Latterly, the area was purchased 

from the Crown and the understanding in the yard is that this means that the footpath and right of way no 

longer exists. This fact is reflected in the current ‘definitive map’. 

 

The RAFCC is seeking clarification on this issue from the Council as there remains the potential of 

conflict between the yard and those who have used this slip way for many years as a public right of way.  

 

However, it has been made clear that this will not receive attention for the next two years because of other 

similar claims elsewhere in Essex. 

 

Hostellers Sailing Club Nearly Won the first Dinghy race! 
 

You may remember we have two new races this year for dinghies. The first had to be cancelled due to 

terrible weather conditions, but the second was quite an event. We were pleased to welcome the Hostellers 

in our races this year (HSC) and the following is their account of this ‘eventful’ race. 

 

‘The Roach Sailing Association has organised two dinghy races from Paglesham this year. The HSC 

entered both Wayfarers in the second of these races which took place on the Paglesham Village ‘River 

Day’ in July. The rest of the fleet consisted of a variety of traditional open boats, a Minisail dinghy and I 

think an Albacore dinghy. 

 

Editor’s note:  Heather McDowell sailed the Minisail, Nigel Bishop was sailing MEMORY, Paul Bishop 

was sailing SAMPHIRE and Richard Bessey sailing his Albacore). 

 

Mike Smith sailed single handed in Merganser, myself and Josephine Street sailed Meander. We started 

with a light following wind, barely strong enough to stem the contrary tide. Initially we headed out 

towards midstream to try and find more wind but this was a mistake and we soon found ourselves in last 

position. We then headed in towards the bank to avoid the tide and by the first turning mark at 

Paglesham Pool we were in second position behind local resident Heather sailing her Minisail dinghy. 

Tacking upstream we overtook Heather which left us with the problem that we were in first position but 

did not know exactly which buoys marked the course. We rounded one of the fairway buoys near Bentley 
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Creak and Heather and Mark Smith followed our example. Unfortunately the rest of the fleet carried on 

up river for several hundred yards! Heading back towards the finishing line at the hard Heather was 

gaining on us steadily but she did not quite manage to pass us so we crossed first and Mark Smith was 

third. When we discovered that we had been sailing the wrong course I assumed that we were 

disqualified but this was not the case - apparently after complicated handicapping calculations Heather 

was first and we were second.  

 

Another Editor’s note. Nigel set the course and when he called it out to me on the slip-way, it was indeed 

to round the fairway buoy. The remaining three boats (including Nigel) then went on to sail up the Violet! 

After the race, Nigel and I agreed that the course was confusing and therefore should be awarded to the 

three that finished. After all, they were the first to reach the mark in question. Due to the handicap of the 

Minisail vs that of the Wayfarer, the fact that Heather finished a fraction behind the first Wayfarer, had 

only one sail and our Racing Office Dai Williams was away cruising,  Nigel and I ‘agreed’ that she had 

indeed won this first Dinghy race. Who mentioned ‘complicated handicapping?’ 

 

After the race we joined a crowd of local people for a barbecue lunch arranged on the saltings by the 

Paglesham Village Produce Association. All good fun and perhaps we will have more opportunity to 

participate in RSA organised events in future - I certainly hope to take a Wayfarer or my own boat on one 

of the cruising weekends. 

 

Oops RUTH 
 

Secretaries account of his part in a rescue! 

 

It was bitterly cold at the beginning of the year The old railway carriage on the saltings was about to 

become a floating hazard as the tide was set to be 6.2m and the wind was blowing a gale from the NE. 

Paul and Nigel Bishop, plus myself had put warps on the old rellic with an intent to bring it closer to the 

sea wall where we could peg it in such a position that it would not float into the moorings and damage the 

few boats still out there. One of these was Alan Holland’s Dauntless RUTH. 

 

The temperature was freezing and the sleet on the wind had a cutting edge. Alan Holland then joined us to 

take some of the weight on the warps, when all of a sudden Alan shouted ‘Can anyone see RUTH? She 

was on her moorings a minute ago’. The view across the river was partially obscured by driving sleet and 

spray from the tide which was by now almost full flood. We could see Paisana who is on the next mooring 

downstream from RUTH, but RUTH had gone! 

 

Then we spotted her, she was being driven hard onto the south side of the Roach, high on the concrete sea 

wall. In a flash, Alan was off round to try and get onto Potton Island. We made the remains of the carriage 

secure against the north wall of the reach and I set off after Alan to see if I could help.  

 

The road to Potton Island is difficult to find if you are not familiar with the area. It is a turning to the left 

as one approaches Sutton’s boatyard at Wakering. The island remains MOD property and hence 

permission to go onto the island must be obtained from the bridge keeper. After explaining the situation, I 

was able to proceed onto the island in the direction of RUTH’s mast.  

 

After a long walk across muddy fields, I met Alan who by this time was attempting to fend RUTH’s 

starboard side from the rough concrete on the sea wall. At least she was floating! As the water ebbed out 

of the Roach, it was clear that RUTH was perched high on the saltings. It was hoped that she could be 

floated on the following tide. By this time it was hoped that the gale would have subsided. 

 

Alan’s plan was to lay out anchors back onto the mud on the edge of the fairway so that RUTH would 

float away from the saltings and lay in the mud at the side of the river. However that was not to be. During 

the night, the gale blew just as strong. I know what must have been going through Alan’s mind as he lay 

awake thinking the worst. 

 

In the morning I met Alan on the slip-way. RUTH had taken a terrific battering during the night, Both 

anchors had dragged until they stretched along the sea wall further up the Roach. In this place the sea wall 

had no saltings beneath, just the river mud. RUTH had settled with her bow at the top of the sea wall and 

the stern resting on rocks cemented into the base of the sea wall. She looked a sorry sight, but yet still in 

one piece. Perhaps it was the wind and spray, but both Alan’s and my own eyes were smarting. 
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And still the gale blew from the NE, whipping up the water as the spring tide swept up the Roach. There 

was no way we could have made the other side of the river in Alan’s dinghy. I had brought my outboard 

out of it’s winter storage in my garage in the hope that it could help us, but it was clear that we would 

never make RUTH in the terrific wind and swell. Our only chance was to borrow Ted’s skiff, a sturdy 12’ 

clinker work-boat used for fishing and moored just off the hard. 

 

The wind and waves did their best to swamp us and I am sure that many times the outboard was almost 

submerged, but we made the skiff and loaded rollocks, oars and outboard. Still the swell and wind drove 

the waves over the bow of the skiff. Freezing spray that cut right through to the skin. Alan did not have 

any wet gear on so by now he was feeling the bitter cold, but still we pressed on. With the outboard on the 

skiff, we were able to make our way to RUTH. The plan was to attach a rope to her bow with the other 

end to the closest mooring buoy, about 50 yards away. By attaching a number of stout ropes, including 

some old mainsheets, we took a rope from RUTH’s samson post and I made my way towards the nearest 

buoy. However this was not to be. The wind and tide, plus the trailing rope would not allow me to make 

the intended buoy, and before long, the wind and tide had taken RUTH and she was now streaming behind 

us on a 50 yd warp! Try as I might, the outboard would not make any headway with the terrific load of 

wind, tide, two boats and two water logged occupants.  

 

Then our first stroke of luck. The long warp snagged against three sets of mooring buoys trailing off 

towards the Violet. This snag eased some of the pull from RUTH. Alan went forwards and at last managed 

to get a rope around a mooring. We were safe for the moment and both heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

We tied the end of the long line to the mooring and then set off back to inspect RUTH. Our plan was to 

pull, her onto the nearest mooring buoy, now in the Violet and leave her there until the storm subsided. 

The wind and tide had other ideas. The force was such that with both Alan and myself on the fore-deck, 

we could not pull the rope in at all. A much better plan was then hatched. Alan had a catalytic heater on 

board and we could weather the storm in warmth while the tide turned, This would then take some of the 

strain out of the tow rope and with a bit of luck, we might be able to pull her to a mooring. 

 

What a blessing, and how cold Alan looked. After a while, the warmth had it’s effect and we looked 

around at the damage to RUTH. The cause of the initial problem was the mooring buoy had snapped 

where the rod passed through near the swivel on the base. I have seen this happen before and suggest it is 

always best to have a second mooring warp attached to the ‘riser’ below the mooring buoy. In this case 

there had been none and hence the strong wind and tide had done their worst. RUTH appeared to have 

survived well in that she seemed not to be taking too much water and the only obvious damage was severe 

chafing on the Starboard side. 

 

Another hour passed when I made trips to the fore deck, checking that the load remained too much for us 

to take until eventually I called Alan, the tide had turned and we might just manage to pull her, hand over 

hand, to the mooring that had tantalised us some 15 foot away. We made it and made RUTH fast. 

 

By this time we were both very cold again and climbing back into the skiff, made our way, pounding 

through the swell, now wind-over-tide. Waves broke over the bows, sending freezing spray in our faces. 

What a relief to be eventually back on the slip, where freezing cold and wet, we made our way to Bill 

Grooms boat Ripple (at that time laid up in the yard) for warm Bovril and a thaw out. 

 

Postscript 

 

RUTH had three strakes ‘tingled’, one bilge keel refastened and some surgery on the skeg in the area of 

the propeller. Thankfully she is now back on the moorings in time to celebrate her 50
th

 year since launch. 

Still that is another story for a future newsletter! 
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For the love of Boats… 
 

Reading the above article, one might ask if many of the more recent RSA members are a sandwich short 

of a picnic. Here is another story from the archives about one of the earlier members Tony Hudson. The 

main part of this story was also published in Tony’s letter to the OGA and also published in the 1989 

fourth quarter OGA newsletter. The story goes to prove that some members were just as nutty as we! 

 

Tony’s letter was inspired after an account in an earlier OGA newsletter about the loss of the small yacht 

‘SNIPE’ on Margate sands. Tony remembered SNIPE as a yacht he used to own and wrote an account of 

those early years. Tony writes: 

 

‘I was sorry to hear of the tragic fate of ‘SNIPE’. As a young lad I purchased ‘SNIPE’ with a friend in 

1947/8 for £75. She was laid up at the head of a long narrow rill off Paglesham Pool. I well remember it 

was down to me having a day off work and with the spring tide to pull her stern first down to the deeper 

water in the Pool. Having fallen in the various small creeks on the way I finally anchored her overnight 

at the junction of the Roach and Pool…..’ 

 

What Tony didn’t describe in the article is how he had had to carry a Seagull outboard on the bus from 

Leigh to Paglesham and then carry it down the lane and across the sea wall.. What labours we have all in 

the name of boating! Anyway to return to Tony’s letter. 

 

‘…..The following day I set off down the Roach and into the Middleway en route to the bridge at 

Havengore with the ancient seagull clamped to the bracket on the starboard quarter. It being my first trip 

through the maze of creaks to Havengore it was very much trial and error navigation. 

 

On arrival at the bridge and stemming the tide the bridge keeper informed me he would not be opening 

the bridge that day. Unknown to me at the time, the tide at Havengore flows for part of the time from the 

Roach and then changes direction near high water and flows from the Thames estuary. After high water 

the procedure starts again. My arrival at the bridge coincided with this change of tide and before I knew 

what was happening I was proceeding head long towards the bridge with no room to turn. Fortunately 

the mast was down and despite the bridge keeper shouting at me first from one side of the bridge and then 

the other that I could not come through, SNIPE and I shot Havengore Bridge with me ducking down in 

the cockpit with just inches to spare. I was then ordered to anchor and come ashore. 

 

I had to leave SNIPE at the bridge overnight whilst I was detained by the special Police of the top secret 

establishment on Foulness. Having been searched I was escorted off the island and again back on board, 

the following day by a very irate policeman, apparently as a suspect spy as Foulness was very much 

involved with Atomic Energy at this time. 

 

I eventually found my way out over the Broomway and took the rest of the flood past the Shoebury boom, 

Southend Pier and finally spent a cold night in the Ray off Leigh-on-Sea. Next day I moved SNIPE into 

Johnson and Jago’s yard at Leigh as she needed some urgent repairs. Removing the deck canvas 

revealed the decks were rotten, these and the cabin top and some deck beams were renewed. The hull was 

in quite good condition which I understood was built of American Yellow Pine. The inside was gutted and 

I took piece by piece all the bunk boards, floor boards etc, on my bicycle to my house in Leigh to be burnt 

off repainted and returned by the same transport. New sails were needed which Turidges made and the 

big day came when SNIPE was sailing again. She sailed very well and with her long bowsprit looked very 

much longer than 18’ 

 

I had many enjoyable sails to the Medway and around the Thames Estuary during the season and with 

the coming of winter SNIPE was again laid up in a mud berth at Johnson & Jago’s for further work to the 

interior. 

 

I think it was in the spring of 1951 whilst fitting out at the yard that most weekends two men always 

seemed to appear for a chat and to see how my pal and I were getting on with the work. Finally they 

enquired if we would be prepared to sell. My pal had seen a very nice 23’ ¾ decked gaff cutter he liked at 

Maylansea and as I could not afford to run SNIPE on my own I reluctantly had to agree to sell her….’ 

And we all know what happens next!  

 

Tony now sails a 30’ Contest called PAISANA. 
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Bridges Bridges Bridges! 
 

How frustrating to sail around Potton Island only to find that Potton Bridge is ‘closed for repair’. I have 

taken this opportunity to include a ‘cut out’ of bridge information. I hope you will, find it useful! 

 

 

 

Roach Sailing Association 

Havengore Route Information 

 
Bridge keeper present 2 hours before and after high water 

Both Havengore and Potton Bridge operated at weekends or with prior permission 

from the Range Officer 

 
Range Officer 01702 292271 EXT 3211 

Havengore Bridge  01702 292271 EXT 3436 

Havengore Bridge operates on Ch 72 Call Sign ‘Shoe Bridge’, Range 

Officer ‘Shoe Base’ 

Potton Bridge 01702 219491 (direct line)  

 

Laying Up Supper 
 

The 1996 laying up supper will again be held at the Royal Burnham Yacht Club on Saturday 19
th

 October. 

We should meet at the RBYC at 7:30 for dinner at 8:00. Trevor Taylor has been booked to take members 

by river from Wallasea Island at 7:00PM. The ferry cost will be £2 per person, to be paid on the boat. but 

please be prompt! The set menu will be as follows, but if you have any specific dietary requirements, 

please mention this on the registration form 

-oOo- 

Vegetable Soup 

Chicken Cordon Bleu 

Fruit Pie with Cream 

Cheese and Biscuits 

Coffee- 

oOo- 

 

Laying Up Supper Registration 

 
I would like to reserve_________seats for the Laying Up Supper at the Royal Burnham Yacht Club at 

£15.50 per head on the 19
th

 October. 

 

We have the following special dietary requirements______________ 

 

We will/will not require a ferry trip from Wallasea to Burnham  

 

Please return with a cheque payable to the Roach Sailing Association to: 

 

Mr Norman Bishop 

Finches and Maules 

Church End 

Paglesham 

Essex SS4 2DP 


